Professor Tatsuro Nomura, distinguished IWW scholar from Nagoya, Japan, has donated some valuable books and articles to the Archives of Labor and Urban Affairs. They include:

**Books** Box 1

Shotaro Yoneda  
I.W.W. 1920

Shojiro Kawashima  
I.W.W. 1920

Patrick Renshaw  
Wobblies: America Kakumei-teki Rodo-undo no Genryu  
(Wobblies: The Origin of the American Revolutionary Labor Movement)  

**Articles by Tatsuro Nomura** Box 2

"Interpretations of DeLeonism: Its Relations with Leninism"

Translated from Japanese  
"DeLeon-shugi o meguru sho-Kenkai"  
Seiyoshigaku-onshu or The Journal of Occedental History  
(Kyushu University), Nov. 7 (December 1959)

"The American Labor Radicalism and Violence: The Case of the I.W.W."

Translated from Japanese  
"Amerika no Rodo Kyushinshugi to Boryoku: I.W.W. no Baai,"  